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Abstract 

In this paper, we review and explore the strategic mechanisms that deter entry in 

banking.  The literature relies on externality between banks to generate entry 

deterrence. Typically, the externality generated is caused by differential adverse 

selection faced by incumbents and entrants. In this paper it is shown that adverse 

selection problem between a bank and its borrowers is neither a necessary nor a 

sufficient condition for entry deterrence.  We show that cost asymmetry between 

different types of incumbents and private information about costs can generate 

conditional entry deterrence.  This source of externality can cause entry 

deterrence just as other types of externalities created by differential adverse 

selection. Forward contracts can act as signaling device for incumbent costs.  

Incorporating adverse selection problem in the credit market in fact relaxes entry 

conditions: entry can take place even if the incumbent is of strong type and can 

signal credibly.  
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I.  Introduction 

High barriers to entry have characterized the banking industry throughout history.  One 

reason behind this has been regulatory protection
1
.  However, it should be noted that, 

despite the weakening of regulatory barriers in different countries in recent times due to 

financial liberalization and greater competition, entry patterns have not been uniform.  In 

Europe, despite the formation of the European Union, cross border movements have been 

relatively small. The national banking markets of most of these countries are still 

remarkably segmented and well protected with an oligopoly of big banks commanding 

the major share of assets and a periphery consisting of small banks.  In the United States 

on the other hand, the relaxation of interstate barriers have led to movements and 

consolidation across State lines.  At the same time capital has shown an increasing 

tendency to move through cross border branching and acquisitions by the American and 

Spanish multinational banks at a global level.  Entry seems to be conditional not only on 

a set of regulatory but natural barriers as well.  One clearly needs to develop an industrial 

organization model of banking that addresses this issue satisfactorily.  

 

There has been a proliferation of work on entry deterrence in the industrial organization 

literature.  One factor is increasing returns – the literature highlighting it has primarily 

focused on the excess capacity creation effect by the incumbent(s) which can directly 

lead to entry deterrence (see Spence [1977] and Dixit [1980] who use the Stackelberg 

                                                 
1 Different legislative barriers like exclusive banking charters (USA), monopoly over the right of note issue 

(France) or exclusive privileges regarding formation of joint stock banks (England) have been in force in 

the early stages of banking history.  While some of these legislations may have been in public interest, 

there are certainly some exceptions.  In many cases conflict of interests have created regulatory barriers.  

For example, history is replete with examples where loans to the Sovereign States have given the 

incumbent bank or a cartel of incumbents the monopoly right in banking in a particular territory and / or in 

specific products and / or with respect to certain clientele types.  Bankers eager to cultivate profitable 

relationships with the Sovereigns States and to acquire these special privileges used to offer loan 

commitments (one important example on this is the banking practices of the House of the Rothschilds 

documented by Ferguson [1998], also see Kennedy [1989] in his discussion on finance, geography and the 

winning of wars).  Any reasonable model of entry barriers in the banking industry ought to pay attention to 

this phenomenon.  The history of banking in the 20th century was driven by the political and economic 

desire of banking regulators to preserve stability of the domestic banking industries through restricted 

competition and entry (see Caminal and Matutes [1997]).  The other reasons behind regulatory barriers 

could be found in the subsidy requirements for agriculture (leading to protected and nationalized banking as 

in India or France) or the necessary protection for indigenous industry (creating interstate barriers in USA) 

or capital flight that concerns the emerging market countries.   



model of sequential capacity choices)
2
.  The presence of increasing returns in the banking 

industry certainly makes capacity creation a natural instrument for deterrence or 

blockade.  However, one can conjecture that in recent times, fixed costs of capacity 

creation have become less relevant in the banking industry due to the rapid rate of 

obsolescence in information gathering, processing and disseminating technology on 

which banking depends on so heavily and the data partially supports the conjecture.
3
.  

Another view of looking at the entry deterrence model is that of the canonical model of 

limit pricing under incomplete information popularized by Milgrom and Roberts (1982). 

The limit pricing model show how even a weak incumbent can discourage entry by 

developing a reputation for tough play. When cost asymmetry is pronounced in banking 

and the cost structure of a bank is private information, this model becomes relevant for 

developing a benchmark model of entry deterrence in the banking industry. In the case of 

banking, which is highly intensive in knowledge and human capital industry, cost 

differentials can be significant. Gehrig and Sheldon [1999] conduct an analysis of scale, 

scope and x-efficiency of European banks and find significant cost differentials 

especially within the national borders.  The major part of cost differential stems from 

differences in x-efficiency rather than economies of scale or scope
4
.  What emerges from 

all these studies is that, while we are far away from understanding the causes of cost 

differentials in banking industry, they are significant and should be given adequate 

weight in theoretical modeling. Cost structures in banking have two components: the first 

and the readily observable component is the interest cost of funds generally common to 

all banks, but there is another component which is the cost of management of the bank 

which distinguishes a superior from an inferior bank. Another issue regarding cost 

                                                 
2 Other factors that have been associated empirically with deterrence or entry include product creation and 

differentiation advantages (with respect to specific markets like retail business, risk customization, 

specialized industry etc), capital requirements, reputation and the use of contracts as a barrier to entry (see 

Aghion and Bolton [1987] for a generic model).  
3 The evidence on  economies of scale in banking is mixed. Using USA data from the 1980s in banking, 

Berger and Humphrey [1991] found that medium sized banks achieve the optimal scale while Berger, 

Hanweck and Humphrey [1987] found little evidence on scope and product mix efficiency. On the other 

hand, using accounting data from the 1990s, Berger and Mester [1997] found significant scale efficiencies 

for a small sample set of very large banks.   
4 Another factor, which leads to differences in cost structure or comparative advantage, is the difference in 

the institutional structure of the industry in which the entrant and the incumbent operates, see Berger, 

Udell, Young and Genay [2000]. 



differences or comparative advantage is that they are often private information
5
. This 

raises the question how cost structures are signaled in the process of credit market 

competition. Do efficient incumbent banks have incentives to fully reveal their cost in 

order to defend their market? Can they limit price entrants by cost signaling via forward 

contracts with their customers? Can entrants enter despite the presence of strong 

incumbents? Can weak incumbents prevent entry? Answering these questions is certainly 

a direction of research worth pursuing and is the approach of the present paper. But our 

analysis of entry deterrence in banking will be incomplete unless one looks at the 

interaction of cost asymmetry and the classical adverse selection problem.  

 

As Stiglitz and Weiss [1981] pointed out, credit markets are imperfect when banks face 

different risk class of borrowers and cannot observe the borrower type directly. Adverse 

selection can cause different kinds of imperfections and a literature has developed to 

show that entry deterrence is one of them. Broecker [1990] considers a credit market 

where banks face an adverse selection problem due to the presence of two types of firms 

(high risk and low risk). Banks use imperfect and independent tests to assess the ability of 

a potential borrower to repay credit. Each bank competes by announcing interest rates at 

which they will lend to the applicants who have passed the test of the bank. The lowest 

interest rate bank’s clientele will be determined by its own credit-worthiness test. This is 

not true for the other banks, their clientele consists of all those firms which are rejected 

by the lower interest rate bank but accepted by itself (it will therefore contain a high ratio 

of high risk firms). This means that banks face externalities caused by interest rates and 

the rejection decisions of other banks. The average credit worthiness decreases with the 

increase in the number of active banks, which means that the number of banks in 

equilibrium will be limited thus limiting entry. In the context of a dynamic strategic entry 

model, there may also be a similar kind of externality. In addition to the classical 

asymmetric information problem between banks and borrowers, there is also an 

asymmetric information problem between entering banks who cannot observe the type of 

the borrowers and the incumbents who do observe the types. The most notable paper to 

                                                 
5 Typically, the cost of managing a bank is private information to the bank, accounting data 

notwithstanding. Monopoly incumbents initially can pad costs and thus entrant cannot estimate their true 

costs from pricing data. 



explicitly incorporate this idea in the context of entry deterrence has been that of 

Dell’Ariccia, Friedman and Marquez [1999].  They show that where only incumbent(s) 

can first screen and make the accept / reject decisions on loan applicants, and entrant(s) 

can only screen after those accepted have already received credit in the first period, an 

adverse selection problem develops for the latter and it blockades entry.  This is due to 

the fact that entrants cannot identify those rejected by the incumbents.  This raises the 

screening costs and reduces profitability of entrants and creates blockaded entry or 

deterred entry. Dell’Ariccia [2001] analyzes the effects of informational asymmetries on 

the market structure of the banking industry in a multi period model of spatial 

competition. Incumbent banks gather proprietary information about their clients in the 

process of lending, and acquire an advantage over potential entrants.  This informational 

advantage may act as a barrier to entry unless the growth rate of new borrowers is 

sufficiently high.  Finally, the paper shows that even in the absence of fixed costs, there 

will be a finite number of banks in the steady state. Gehrig [1998] tackles the issue of 

sequential competition by using a dynamic framework.  He shows that when the above 

adverse selection problem exists for entrants, and, to reinforce that, incumbents can offer 

contracts that meets the lowest interest rate offered by entrants (competition meeting 

clauses), barrier to entry remains very high.  However, to the extent that screening costs 

are increased due to greater competition, both entrants as well as incumbents will have 

the incentive to reduce screening intensity.  As a result there will be some entry but the 

asset qualities of banks may worsen severely due to negative effects on screening 

incentives. Hauswald and Marquez [2000] focus on the interaction of the adverse 

selection effect which curtails competition and the effect of competition on informational 

rent erosion.  In their model, banks tend to shift more resources in their core sector as 

competition can be more effectively tackled at the core sector where they have closer 

relationships with clients rather than the periphery where they give transactions loans. 

Marquez [2002] argues that with increased competition in the banking industry, 

information about borrower quality becomes more dispersed, reducing screening ability 

of banks and lowering efficiency. The incumbency information advantage is shown to 

deter entry unless there is high borrower turnover and entrants have expertise in dealing 

with specific credit risks. Since information under adverse selection and moral hazard is a 



valuable good, banks may have an incentive to strategically display and share 

information. A pertinent question is the effect of information sharing on banking 

competition. Padilla and Pagano [1997] argue that banks may try to release information 

in order to raise the effort levels of borrowers but this increases the degree of competition 

also so that information sharing will be limited. Gehrig and Stenbacka [2001] show that 

information sharing may act as a collusive device, because a reduction in future 

informational rents reduces current competition. Another paper worth mentioning in this 

context is that by Bouckaert and Degryse [2006]. They argue that incumbent lenders 

release of information about their profitable borrowers through private credit registries 

are motivated by strategic reasons. The pool of unreleased borrowers creates a severe 

adverse selection problem and prevents or restricts entry for high type but unsuccessful 

borrowers.  

 

In all these above mentioned papers (and others in this specific literature), there is an 

externality problem between banks. This externality takes the form of adverse selection 

between banks in addition to that between banks and their borrowers. In other words, 

incumbent banks know more about the market of borrowers than the entrant(s).  As long 

as the adverse selection problem is not uniform, the externality remains, creates and 

sustains oligopolistic structure in the banking industry with emphasis on diversity of 

outcomes like differential credit, information and entry blockade or deterrence.  

 

In this paper, we attempt to make a contribution to the existing literature and derive some 

general conditions for entry deterrence in banking. First, we have a model without the 

adverse selection problem between banks and borrowers, but in terms of information 

asymmetry about cost differentials. We show that adverse selection between banks and 

borrowers is not necessary for entry deterrence and develop an alternative externality 

generating model in terms of cost asymmetry. Next, we incorporate the classical adverse 

selection problem of the credit market. We show that differential adverse selection may 

not be sufficient to deter entry in this model.  

 

 



II.  The Model with Cost Asymmetry and without Adverse Selection  

 

In this section, we highlight the role that cost asymmetry can play in entry deterrence in 

banking. We assume that the borrower type is uniform and well known so that there is no 

adverse selection problem in the credit market. Generating entry deterrence in this setup 

has two implications. Firstly, that if cost differentials in banking are significant (as is 

documented in the empirical literature so far), then relative cost efficiency can create the 

externality needed for entry deterrence. Incumbents charge an interest rate for forward 

contracts and the interest rate charged can signal the type of the incumbent to the entrant 

and cause entry deterrence at when the signal is that the incumbent is of the strong/low 

cost type. Thus this model asks us to take cost differentials in banking seriously. Second, 

the fact that we generate entry deterrence without adverse selection problem implies that 

adverse selection is not strictly necessary for entry deterrence.   

 

There are two dates t = 0 and t = 1 which mark the beginning and the end of a contractual 

period respectively. At t = 0 a forward market for loan opens where the incumbent bank 

can promise a loan to a borrower at a specified interest rate.  If the borrower accepts the 

contract then the contract is executed at t =1 and there is no entry. Otherwise, if the 

forward contracts offered by bank is rejected at t = 0 then at t = 1, the spot market for 

credit opens and the entrant takes the decision to enter or not, and a limit pricing game 

ensues in the spot market.   

 

There is a single borrower who has no funds of its own and needs one unit of credit at t 

=1.  Its project has a return denoted by V.  Also, there exists a single incumbent bank.  It 

can be of two types distinguished by it’s cost of funds, ri where i denotes type of fund 

cost, and the type can be strong ( i = s ) or weak ( i = w ) with probability p and 1 – p 

respectively.  

 

Let us assume that rw > rs and the incumbent knows it’s type but others do not. Also, the 

entrant appears at t =1.  Its cost of funds is re.  Next we assume that, V> rw > re > rs.  This 

is an interesting and non-trivial case. Assuming the entrant’s cost is higher than either 



type (re > rw > rs) rules out entry trivially and similarly assuming a cost advantage over 

both (rw > rs > re) generates entry with probability of one in all states of nature.  

 

In order to ascertain the sequence of moves, we construct the following table 

 

Table I.A Sequence of Moves: 

Date Event 

t = 0 Nature determines type “i” 

t = 0 Incumbent offers forward contract r(i)   

t = 0 Borrower accepts or rejects 

t = 1 Entrant decides on entry 

t = 1 Bertrand competition if entry 

 

The incumbent can offer any rate of interest belonging to the real line R.  Note that given 

the forward contract offer, the entrant can make an inference about the type of the 

incumbent.  Thus we have a posterior probability function qi(r(i)) which gives the 

probability that signal is coming from a strong type given the signal is r(i).  The entrant 

can either enter or decide not to.  We have the entrant’s decision function as de(r(i)) 

which takes the value E (enter) or D (do not enter).  Given the posterior beliefs of the 

entrant about the incumbent type, there is an optimal decision function of the entrant 

which maps each possible belief to a unique point in the binary action space of the entrant 

(enter, do not enter).   

 

Assumption I(i). The borrower is strategic and updates priors by Bayes’ rule. The 

borrower accepts the forward contract only when it believes that incumbent is of strong 

type and the participation constraint of the borrower is satisfied. 

 

Assumption I(ii). We assume that no bank will offer a contract that gives it a zero profit.  

 

 



As described above, we have a dynamic game of incomplete information.  The relevant 

equilibrium concept for this type of game is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.  Therefore, 

equilibrium of this signaling game G is a strategy profile [r(i) , de(r(i)) ] and posterior 

beliefs qi(r(i)) such that: 

∀i, r(i) ∈ arg max  ∏i[ qi(r(i)) , de(qi) ]   (i) 

          ∀r(i), de(qi) ∈ arg max ∏e[ r(i) , qi(r(i)) ].  (ii) 

For the information sets belonging to the equilibrium path of the game G, the posterior 

probabilities are related to the priors in the following way: 

qi(r(i)) = [ p(i)  p(r(i) ⎜i) ]  /  ∑[ p(i) p(r(i) ⎜i) ] (Bayes’ Rule).  (iii) 

 

Proposition 1: There exists a unique separating equilibrium (in pure strategies) where 

the strong incumbent deters entry and entry takes place if the incumbent is weak. 

 

Proof. Consider the case when the incumbent is of strong type. The borrower will 

compare between the expected spot market contract (if it rejects the forward contract) and 

the forward contract. If the incumbent is strong, then there is no entry since, when the 

strong incumbent successfully signals its type, the entrant will not enter as limit pricing 

under Bertrand competition will imply zero profit for the entrant. Given assumption I(ii), 

the entrant will not enter. Thus the participation constraint of the borrower will be 

determined by the forward contract given the signal that the incumbent is of the strong 

type. The strong type of incumbent has to also offer a contract that ensures that a weak 

type of incumbent could not mimic the contract given assumption I(ii). So the strong type 

incumbent solves the following maximization problem: 

[ ]
( )

max ( ) s
r s

r s r−  

subject to        V- r(s) ≥ 0     (1) 

         r(s) - rw ≤ 0.    (2) 

The inequality (1) is the participation constraint of the borrower(s) and the inequality (2) 

is the incentive compatibility or no mimicking condition. 

Given that rw < V, the optimal solution is r(s) = rw.  Note that this satisfies the 

participation constraint and that the weak type of incumbent cannot mimic this contract 



with positive profit.  When the entrant observes the contract E(r) it correctly infers that - 

with probability of one - the incumbent is of strong type.  Hence, deterrence results.  For 

all other contracts r ≠ E(r), the entrant infers, with probability of one, that the incumbent 

is of weak type.  Therefore, in such cases, it enters.  Further, since the pure strategy 

solution to the strong type’s and the weak type’s problem is unique, the equilibrium of 

the game is unique as well.       Q.E.D. 

 

III. The Model with Asymmetric Costs and Differential Adverse 

Selection 

 

Our benchmark model can now be easily modified to accommodate the adverse selection 

problem in the credit market. Now we introduce two kinds of borrowers (high return/low 

risk and low return/high risk). In this section, we introduce differential adverse selection 

by assuming that incumbent has an information advantage over the entrant. We allow the 

advantage to be maximum in the sense that the incumbent is assumed to have complete 

and perfect information about the type of the borrowers, while the entrant knows only the 

distribution of the borrower types. 

To formally introduce adverse selection, we modify the benchmark model in the 

following way:  

 

Assumption III(i) There are two types of borrowers: the high type incumbent bank 

(denoted by h) has a marginal revenue φh from borrowing with probability ph and the 

low type (denoted by the l) has a marginal revenue φl from borrowing with probability 

pl where, 

      (a) pl φl <  ph φl  < rw < ph  φh  and,  

      (b) {(φh – (rw  / ph)} / (φh –φl) ≥ (λ) / (1-λ). 

The type of  the  borrower is private  information to the entrant but known to the 

incumbent. 

 

Assumption III(ii)  resource constraint of the bank is given by: B1λN + B2 (1- λ )N = L , 



where L is total loanable funds, λ is the proportion of high type of borrowers, N is the 

total number of borrowers, B1 is the amount lent to high type in exchange for promised 

return R1 and B2 is the amount lent to low type of borrowers who are supposed to pay 

back R2.   

 

III(iii) The borrowers are strategic and update  priors by Bayes rule. They accept forward 

contract only when they believe that incumbent is  of strong type.  

 

The sequence of moves and definition of equilibrium is as discussed earlier.  In order to 

show that differential adverse selection is not a sufficient condition for entry deterrence, 

we have to basically show that for a strong incumbent, there will exist some parameter 

values which generate entry. The following proposition shows this. 

 

Proposition 2: The strong incumbent will offer contract for the high type of borrower 

only. When the incumbent is strong the entrant will enter only if φl pl  > re (in this case the 

entrant will target the low type of borrower) and the entrant will not enter if re ≥ φl pl.   

 

Proof: Since the project returns are linear, the strong incumbent will target the high type 

only. The decision problem of the strong incumbent is as follows: 

Choose (R1 , B1 ) to solve [ ]1 1max h sR p r B Nλ−  

subject to   ph (φh B1 - R1) ≥ 0    (3) 

 0 ≥ {R1ph  - rw B1}λN ,              (4) 

where equation (3) is the participation constraint of the high type of borrower and the 

inequality given by (4) is the no mimicking condition that ensures effective signaling 

about the (strong) incumbent type.  The no mimicking condition is binding from 

assumption (i) (a) , so that,  

{R1 ph  - rw B1}λN = 0.  Then we have, 

R1 = rw[B1 / ph] 

or, 

(R1 / B1) = (rw / ph),         (5) 



where (rw / ph) < φh.  Note that the other constraint given by (11) is also satisfied. With 

this strategy we can state the following:  

Whenever (R1 / B1) = (rw / ph), the entrant believes the incumbent is strong and 

targets the low type and we have,  

{ }( )2 2max 1l eR p r B Nλ− −  subject to  

(φl B2 – R2) ≥ 0     (participation constraint)  (6) 

Since the low return borrowers form a captive market of the entrant, there is no incentive 

constraint to satisfy. (R2 / B2) = φl.     

From assumption III(i)(b) we have {(φh – (rw  / ph)} / (φh –φl) ≥ (λ) / (1-λ)  

or {(φh – (rw  / ph)} L / (λN)  ≥ (φh –φl) L / ((1-λ)N) 

Note that this implies that incentive constraint for the high type is also satisfied, since 

(φh B1 – R1) = {(φh – (rw  / ph)}L / (λN) ≥  (φh –φl)L / ((1-λ)N)  =  (φh B2 – R2). 

 It is easy to verify that the condition for entry is φl pl  > re   Q.E.D. 

 

When the incumbent bank is of strong type, the market essentially becomes segmented 

and there is room for everybody under certain parameter values. The efficient incumbent 

takes the market of the high return-low risk client by threatening the entrant with the 

signal of the limit price while the entrant may find that entering the market for the low 

return-high risk borrowers might still be better than not entering at all when credit market 

segmentation offsets the externality effect between banks.  Our market segmentation 

result has the same flavor as that of Marquez [2002] who show that increased competition 

under adverse selection increases information dispersion and causes segmentation in the 

credit market. Hauswald and Marquez [2000] show that with increasing competition, 

banks shift their focus on their core sectors (where they have comparative  advantage) 

and the resulting market structure is segmented. In our model segmentation results from 

signaling given linearity of returns for borrower types. 

 



IV.  Concluding Remarks 

 

In this paper we have reviewed and explored the strategic mechanisms that deter entry in 

banking industry.  The existing models of entry deterrence in banking primarily highlight 

adverse selection as the main driving force behind deterrence and ignore the role of cost 

differences or comparative advantage in banking.  This paper attempts to contribute to the 

emerging literature on the subject and to clarify certain issues. There are two basic 

insights of this paper. The first is to argue that cost asymmetry and private information 

about costs can be important in the context and then build upon the premise of cost 

differences to show that preemptive forward contracts which signal cost differences play 

a vital role in entry deterrence in banking. The second point of the paper is to illustrate 

that adverse selection in the credit market between a bank and its borrowers is neither a 

necessary nor a sufficient condition for entry deterrence.  

 

To show that adverse selection is not a necessary factor for entry deterrence in banking, 

we have constructed a game where there is cost asymmetry between incumbent banks 

and private information about the incumbent’s type.  This allows us to use a signaling 

game approach to entry deterrence in banking.  The insight generated is that preemptive 

forward contracts are sufficient to convey incumbent strength and discourage entry when 

the incumbent is strong. Thus, even without adverse selection one can have entry 

deterrence though it should be noted that there must exist some kind of asymmetry 

between the banks which creates an externality as mentioned in the literature studied. The 

asymmetry in cost structure is thus a complementary way of looking at entry deterrence 

in banking with respect to the existing literature. 

 

Incorporating the adverse selection problem of the credit market in our model shows that 

entry becomes possible even if the incumbent is of strong type.  This is because the 

incumbent does not find it optimal to monopolize the market faced with the problem of 

signaling under linear project returns of borrowers. The information advantage of the 

incumbent in the latter model cannot deter entry for some parameter constellations.  

 



One must note that we have focused on the adverse selection between banks and 

borrowers and we have not labeled the externality between banks as ‘adverse selection’. 

However, our approach relying on cost asymmetry and incomplete information with 

signaling of cost, can be viewed as a model of externality or “adverse selection” between 

banks. While adverse selection between banks and borrowers have been shown to be 

neither necessary nor sufficient for entry deterrence, the adverse selection or externality 

between banks is clearly necessary for entry deterrence. The spirit of the paper should be 

taken in the sense of enriching the literature by means of developing a complementary 

approach.  

 

Another point should be clarified here: adverse selection does ensure that the strong 

incumbent prevents entry in the market for high return borrowers, but cannot (and does 

not want to) prevent entry for low return borrowers. Thus there is entry deterrence for a 

class of borrowers while there is also entry for another class of borrowers. Thus while 

one concurs with the literature that adverse selection problem usually acts in the favor of 

the incumbent bank and may restrict entry, adverse selection can also cause effective 

segmentation of the credit market and ease entry. 

 

In reality, competition for markets and entry games in banking takes place under a variety 

of institutional settings. In industrial organization models, mergers are usually anti- 

competitive and deter entry in an industry in most cases though there are exceptions to 

this general rule.  Berger et al [1999] find that mergers among incumbents increase entry 

by de novo lenders.  On the other hand Selig and Critchfield [1999] find that local market 

entry by acquisition deters concurrent entry by de novo banks and thrifts.  Two aspects 

are highlighted in these studies: first, mergers between big banks can cause a gap in small 

business lending which de novo banks are can fill up.  Secondly, entry can take place by 

acquisition rather than branching.  These indicate that the strategy choices for both 

incumbents as well as entrants can be quite rich.  Further, the types of incumbents (strong 

or weak, big or small) and entrants (established in other markets versus de novo lenders) 

do matter and can arise endogenously in equilibrium as a result of investment strategies 

or mergers.  Exploring these issues remains another challenge for future research.   
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